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The Social-Semantic Web
Large amounts of data of different types 
textual content, content structure, metadata, 
semantic annotations 

Data to be leveraged by users with varying 
levels of expertise
Querying, aggregation, reformatting...

Precise queries and rules are critical to the 
widespread adoption of the (Social) Semantic 
Web
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Querying the Social-Semantic Web

Conventional XML/RDF query languages: too 
complex and inconvenient

IR search techniques: not expressive and 
precise enough

Needed: accessible and expressive querying 
and construction for vastly heterogeneous data
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Semantic Wikis: 

The (Semantic) Web in the Small
We have
pages, links between them and annotations

content created by many different people

But also
central control, organization and administration 

a small (or at least manageable) number of pages

strong social factors and collaboration
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→Wikis as a testbed for the “real” web



KiWi: Knowledge in a Wiki

Data Model
Content items
wiki pages and their nestings

can contain fragments, links, and annotations

Fragments
contiguous portions of text, include links and annotations

Links

Annotations
informal (tags) to formal (RDF)
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KWQL: Keyword-Based QL for Wikis

Characteristics
Access to all elements the user interacts with
querying of text, structure, and metadata

querying of informal to formal annotations

combination of selection criteria from several data sources 
in one query

Aggregation and construction
variables bound in query body for data construction

strict separation of selection and construction

embedded queries
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KWQL: Keyword-Based QL for Wikis

Characteristics
Label-keyword Paradigm

Low entrance barrier: Varying complexity of queries

Simple (label-)keyword queries

Conjunction/disjunction/negation/optional

Structural queries

Link traversal

The most simple KWQL query: a single keyword
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KWQL: Keyword-Based QL for Wikis

Syntax
ci(qualifier:value)@ci(qualifier:value)
ci(title:XML)

sub-resources: ci(tag(name:XML))

Query body specifies selection criteria for content 
item

Everything but values in the body is optional

Without construction, the set of matching content 
items is returned
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KWQL: Keyword-Based QL for Wikis

Examples
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ci(text:Java OR (tag(name:XML) AND author:Mary))

ci(tag(name:Java) link(target:ci(title:Lucene) 
                                   tag(name:uses)))

ci(text:ALL $t)@ ci(title:$t tag(author:Mary) tag(name:XML))



KWQL: Keyword-Based QL for Wikis

visKWQL
KWQL’s visual counterpart

Drag-and-drop query creation

Round-tripping between KWQL and visKWQL
visualization of textual queries

visKWQL as a way to learn KWQL

Naming, saving and loading of queries in the query 
editor
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KWQL: Keyword-Based QL for Wikis

KWQL and visKWQL
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KWQL: Keyword-Based QL for Wikis

KWQL and visKWQL
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ci(text:Java OR (tag(name:XML) AND author:Mary))



KWQL: Keyword-Based QL for Wikis

KWQL and visKWQL
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ci(tag(name:Java) link(target:ci(title:Lucene) tag(name:uses)))



Status
Query body evaluation and visKWQL already 
available in KiWi, see http://kiwi-project.eu

Evaluation strategy
Use a text search engine to efficiently construct a set of 
candidate matches

structural matching and constraint solving to eliminate 
false positives and bind variables

Forthcoming
Construction

Support for versioning and RDF querying
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Outlook

User evaluation: How do people with varying amounts 
of querying expertise interact with KWQL?

Performance evaluation and improvements: Can/
should (some) structure be encoded in text search 
engine?

Fuzzy matching and ranking

Integration with KWRL, the KiWi Reasoning Language
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